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Critically acclaimed acoustic slide guitarist joins with savvy harmonica player to perform Mississippi Delta

Blues songs in the style of the 1920s and 1930s. Includes covers of Son House and Robert Johnson

songs. 9 MP3 Songs BLUES: Acoustic Blues, BLUES: Delta Style Details: D. Johnson peforms acoustic

delta blues and ragtime songs from the 1920s and 1930s. The premier national blues magazine, Blues

Access, described the music as follows: "Johnson has a master's touch with his instrument and a good

feel for the Son House/Robert Johnson styled blues. if you are looking for well played, traditional acoustic

blues, you'll find it here." Southwest Blues Magazine described the music as follows: "This debut CD is a

fascinating exploration of that tangent of blues music referred to as (for better or worse) the Mississippi

Delta style. The sound is raw, traditional, gritty; fiercely personal and visceral in character. Johnson has

done his homework and then some. The vocals grovel and growl. The acoustic guitar slides. The foot

stomps out the rhythm changes and the harmonica bales like a wounded hound stuck out in the swamp

after dark. This is incredible stuff: Remarkably disturbing traditional slide blues cut from the same cloth of

the likes of Son House and Robert Johnson. Listen to the anger, the sheer bitter energy D. Johnson

throws into Son House's "Death Letter," or the venomous testament he cuts loose in Robert Johnson's "If

I Had Possession Over Judgement Day." Close your eyes and you can almost see those dark storm

clouds moving in overhead. Johnson has an incredible ability to conjure up that mood, all within the

intricate layers of his ax work. The nuances normally lost behind the roar of other instruments in other

types of music take on new life in Johnson' hands: the slapping of guitar strings, the stomping of a foot,

the growl of a voice, the echo of silence. Joining him on this musical journey, Alan "Dr. Blues" Werblin

plays a mean harmonica; blowing out the heartache and pain resonated in the lyrics of the songs.

Johnson has six original tunes that sound as though they were written in the same time frame as his

mentors' tunes. There is an obvious love and admiration of the Skip James, Charley Patton schools of

style, and for me, that is one of the finest things about this release. Not only is Johnson an incredibly

talented musician and performer, but he is also a devoted student; igniting fires of interest and awareness

to the uninitiated of roots that should not be buried or forgotten. Johnson's CD is something old,
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something new and definitely something blue. This music is lean, catchy, scary and in your face:

everything it should be." Johnson is in process of recording a new CD for release on Nation Sack

Records and preparing to tour in Californa and the southern states. Promotion for the CD will incude a

webcast from a show in the San Francisco Bay Area, interviews with media including radio, newsprint and

the internet and a CD release party.
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